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Abstract. This paper deals with the very interesting problem concerning the influence

of the boundary conditions on the distribution of the eigenvalues of the negative Laplacian

in R3. The trace of the heat semigroup 8(t) = exP(~thv), where are the

eigenvalues of the negative Laplacian — V2 = — af?)2 the (a?1, £2, x3)-space, is

studied for a general multiply-connected bounded domain Q in R3 surrounding by simply

connected bounded domains flj with smooth bounding surfaces Sj (j = 1,... , n), where

a finite number of piecewise smooth Robin boundary conditions on the piecewise smooth

components S* (i = 1+kj-i,..., kj) of the bounding surfaces Sj is considered, such that

Sj = Uti+fe. where fco = 0. Some applications of 0(t) for an ideal gas enclosed in

the multiply-connected bounded container with Robin boundary conditions are given.

We show that the asymptotic expansion of 6(t) for short-time t plays an important role

in investigating the influence of the finite container Q on the thermodynamic quantities

of an ideal gas.

1. Introduction. The underlying inverse problem is to deduce some geometric quan-

tities associated with a bounded domain in R3 from complete knowledge of the eigenval-

ues of the negative Laplacian.

Let H be a simply connected bounded domain in R3 with a smooth bounding surface

S. Consider the Robin problem

— V20 = ficj) in Q (1-1)

and

^+7^0 = 0 on S (1.2)
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234 E. M. E. ZAYED

where denotes differentiation along the inward normal to S with 0 e C2(fi) (~l C(f2).

Denote its eigenvalues, counted according to multiplicity, by

0 < /ii < /i2 < ■ • • < Hv < • • • —> o° as v —» oo. (1-3)

The Robin problem (1.1) and (1.2) has been discussed by Zayed [13] when 7 is a

positive constant, and by Zayed [21] when 7 is a smooth function which is not strictly

positive, and have determined some geometric quantities associated with the bounded

domain Q, by using the asymptotic expansion of the trace of the heat semigroup

OO

9(0 = y. exp(—i/i„) as t —y 0+. (1-4)
V=1

The above problem has been investigated by many authors (see, for example, Pleijel

[10], Hsu [6], Mckean and Singer [8], Waechter [12], Gottlieb [4]) in the following special

cases:

Case 1.1. 7 = 0 (the Neumann problem):

0(t) = — 3 + 4r_. + l— I HdS
(47rt)= 16nt 127T2^2 Jg

+ —— [ (H2 - N*)dS + 0(t3) as t-*■ 04
1287T Jg

(1.5)

Case 1.2. 7 —> 00 (the Dirichlet problem):

9(t) - —r - -M- + Vr f H dS
(47rt)2 167rf 127T2f2 Jg

+iL;JsiH2~N*)ds+o{ti) ast
(1.6)

I11 these formulae, V. |5|, H, and TV* are respectively the volume, the surface area, the

mean curvature, and the Gaussian curvature of the surface S of fi, where H = 5(^ + 5^)

and N* = , while Ri and R2 are the principal radii of curvature.

Case 1.3. (the mixed problem):

Let and N\ respectively be the surface area, the mean curvature, and the

Gaussian curvature of a component Si of the surface S with the Neumann boundary

conditions and let S21, Hi, and N2 respectively be the surface area, the mean curvature,

and the Gaussian curvature of the remaining component S2 = S \ S\ of S with the

Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then in [4, 14, 17, 18] we obtain

Q(t) = —^-3- + |Sl| ~[521 + Vt { [ H1dS1+ [ H2 dS2|
[Ant) 2 167ri 127T2<:2 \Jg1 Jg2 J

ii Nl)dSt+Ij"'"W2>,1S2}+
(1.7)

+ ̂ T{^oLH'dS'-^l *W+°«)
'S 2

as t —> 0H
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The object of this paper is to discuss the following more general inverse problem: Let f)

be a general-multiply-connected bounded domain in i?3 surrounded internally by simply

connected bounded domains with smooth bounding surfaces Sj (j = 1,..., n — 1) and

externally by a simply connected bounded domain Cln with a smooth bounding surface

Sn-

Consider the Robin problem

—\72(j) = n(j) in CI, (1-8)

and

^-+7^ = 0 on S*, (1.9)

where the bounding surfaces Sj (j = 1,n) consists of a finite number of piecewise

smooth components S* (i — 1 + kj-i,..., kj) such that Sj = U, : . i- L S* where k0 — 0

and 7j are positive constants.

The basic problem is to extract information on the geometry of the multiply-connected

domain Cl associated with the problem (1.8) and (1.9) from complete knowledge of its

eigenvalues by analyzing the asymptotic expansions of 6(t) for short-time t.

This problem is important both from the mathematical point of view and from many

applications. In physics, this problem has applications in solid state theory (e.g., cluster,

quantum dots), nuclear physics (e.g., shell model), acoustics, statistical mechanics (e.g.,

finite size system, an ideal gas), and electromagnetic theory (e.g., resonant cavities) etc.

(see [1], [2]).

So, the present paper contains a section with an example in order to show one among

several possible applications. Note that the problem (1.8) and (1.9) has been discussed

recently by Zayed [25] in the case where fl is a two-dimensional multiply-connected

bounded domain. Therefore, this problem is an extension of the author's recent work

[25] and can be considered as a more general one which does not seem to have been

investigated elsewhere.

2. Statement of the results. Suppose that the bounding surfaces Sj (j = 1,..., n)

of the multiply-connected bounded domain Cl are given locally by infinitely differentiable

functions x0 = ys((Tj), (/3 = 1, 2, 3) of the parameters er" (a = 1,2). If these parameters

are chosen so that a™ = constant, are lines of curvature, the first and second fundamental

forms of Sj can be written respectively, in the following forms:

2

IIij((Tj,A(Tj) = J2a<*j(aj)(Aa?)2'
a= 1

and

Ihj{oj,A(Jj) = ^&Qj(crj)(AoJQ)

=i

In terms of the coefficients aaj and baj, the principal radii of the curvatures for Sj

(j = 1,..., n) are given by R\j = a\j/b\j and i?2j = o-ijl^ij. Consequently, let Hj and

Nj respectively be the mean curvatures and the Gaussian curvatures of Sj (j = 1,..., n)

where Hj = |(^j + ^j) and Nj = Let |S*| (i = l + fcj-i,..., kj), (j = l,...,n)
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be the surface areas of the components S*, respectively. Let hi > 0 be sufficiently small

numbers. Let n, be the minimum distances from a point x = (x1, x2, x3) of the region

fl to the components S* respectively. Let n;(<Tj) denote the inward unit normals to the

components S* respectively. We note that the coordinates in the neighborhoods of the

components S* (i = l+fcj_i,..., kj), (j = 1,..., N) are in the same forms as in Sec. 5.2 of

Zayed [17] with the interchanges cr\ <-> crj,<-> cr2,n\ <-» Hi, hi <-> hi, I\ <->

and (5i <-► Si. Thus, we have the same formulae (5.2.1)—(5.2.5) of Sec. 5.2 in [17]

with the interchanges rii <-+ n,;,n (<ti) <-> n (aj),II{ <-> IIin H% <-> Hj,
1 i

and Ni <-> Nj, (j = 1 Similarly, the coordinates in the neighborhoods of the

components S* (i = 1 + kj-1,... ,kj), (j = N + 1,..., n) are in the same forms as in

Sec. 5.1 of Zayed [17] with the interchanges <-» crj,tr| cr2,n2 <-*• hi,I^

Ii,D(l2) <-> £>(/j), and (52 J*. Thus, we have the same formulae (5.1.1)—(5.1.6) of Sec.

5.1 in [17] with the interchanges r?2 (02) <-*• n *-> Ihj-H2 ^ II-2j, H\ <->~2 ~i

Hj, and Ni <-* Nj, (j = N + 1,... ,n).

Theorem 2.1. With the assumptions stated above, the asymptotic expansion of the

trace of the heat semigroup 0{t) of the problem (1.8) and (1.9) can be written in the

following form:

— -T + — + 'T+a"i + a5^ + 0(t) as t —» 0+, (2.1)
t? t 12

where 0<7i<Cl(i = l + kj—i,..., rrij) and 7$ 1 (i = rrij + 1 ,...,kj), (j =

I,..., N, N + I,... ,n).

Here the coefficients a„ (1/ = 1 — 5) have the forms:

01 = V/8n i,

n [ rrij kj

® = i6;E £ i«?i- £
j= 1 I i= 1+fcj _ 1 i=m,j +1

5;|-27-m

=

04 =

n ( .

£ s UH>-3^i)dS* + ^ / Ht dS*
i=rrij +1 '

- 37l)2 - - f 7;^ + y7? dS*

i—771 j -I-1 ^

— *£{& £ 1 t

From this theorem we deduce the following corollaries and remarks:
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COROLLARY 2.1. If we consider the problem (1.8) and (1.9) with 0 < 7, <C 1 (i =

1 + kj-1,..., kj), (j = 1,..., n), then the asymptotic expansion of 9(t) follows directly

from (2.1) by setting rrij = kj with YliLi+k., as zero-

Corollary 2.2. If we consider the problem (1.8) and (1.9) with 7^ 3> 1 (i = 1 +

kj-1,..., kj), (j = 1,..., n), then the asymptotic expansion of 0(t) follows directly from

(2.1) by setting rrij = kj-1 with as zero-

Remark 2.1. In the case n = 1 (i.e., S! is simply connected), then we have the results

of Zayed [13, 15, 16].

Remark 2.2. In the case n = 2 (i.e., is doubly-connected), then we have the results

of Zayed [14, 17, 19, 20].

Our main result (2.1) will be used in Sec. 4 to derive some asymptotic expansions of

the thermodynamic quantities of an ideal gas enclosed in its container fi together with

the conditions (1.9).

Finally, let us add that the question raised by Kac [7], namely, "Can one hear the

shape of a drum?" was answered negatively by Gordon et al. [3], who showed explicitly

two domains that, although they have different shapes, have the same eigenvalues (i.e.,

isospectral domains). This theoretical result was experimentally verified recently by

employing thin microwave cavities shaped in the form of two different isospectral domains

(see [11])- Milnor [9] had already showed an example of two different domains with the

same eigenvalues, but they were two 16-dimensional tori. Therefore, we conclude that

the boundary conditions cannot define the spectrum uniquely.

3. Proof of Theorem 2.1. In analogy with the two-dimensional problems [7, 24, 25]

and with reference to the articles [12-22], it is easy to show that the trace of the heat

semigroup 9(t) associated with the problem (1.8) and (1.9) is given by

m = in G(x,x\t)dx, (3.1)
n

where G(x ,x ; t) is the Green's function for the heat equation

V2-|U = 0, (3.2)

1 2

dt

subject to the conditions (1.9) and the initial condition

lim G(x ,x ;t) = S(x — x ), (3.3)
t->0+ ~i ~2 ~1 ~2

where 8{x — x ) is the Dirac delta function located at the source point x = x . Let us
~1 ~2 ~1 ~2

write

G(x ,x -,t) = Go(x ,x ;t) + x(x ,x ;t), (3.4)
~1 ~2 ~1 ~2 ~1 ~2
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where

Go(x ,x ; t) = (47rf) 2 exp < —
1 2

x — X
~1 ~2

4t
(3.5)

is the fundamental solution of the heat equation (3.2) while x(x ,x ;£) is the regular
~1 ~2

solution chosen in such a way that G(x ,x ;t) satisfies the conditions (1.9). On setting
~1 ~2

x — x = x, we find that
~1 ~2 ~

0(t) =+ R(t), (3.6)
(47rf)2

where

R(t) — (jj x(x,x;t)dx. (3-7)

The problem now is to determine the asymptotic expansions of /?(£) for £ —> 0+. In

what follows, we shall use Laplace transforms with respect to t, and s2 as the Laplace

transform parameter; thus we define

— l' + °° 2
G(x ,x;s2) = e s lG(x ,x ;t)dt. (3.8)

~1 ~2 Jo ~1 ~2

An application of the Laplace transforms to the heat equation (3.2) shows that

G(x , x ,; s2) satisfies the membrane equation
~1 ~2

(V2 — s2)G(x , x ; s2) = — 6(x — x ) in fi, (3-9)
~1 *~2 ~1 ~2

together with the conditions (1.9).

By virtue of a classical Tauberian argument, the asymptotic expansion of R(t) for

small positive t may then be deduced directly from the asymptotic expansion of R(s2)

for large s, where

R(s2) = JJJ J<(x, x; s2) dx. (3.10)
n

It is well known (see, for example, [13 20]) that the membrane equation (3.9) has the

2^ _ x — X
~1 ~2fundamental solution Go (a; ,x ; s2) = exp(—sr x x )/4ttrx x , where rx x

12 12 12 12

is the distance between the points x = [x\,x\, x\) and x — (x%, x\, x\) of the domain 0.
*°1 ~2 _

The existence of this solution enables us to construct integral equations for G(x ,x ; s2)~i ~2

satisfying the conditions (1.9) for small/large impedances 7;. Therefore, if we consider

the problem (1.8) and (1.9) with 0 < 7; <C 1 (i = 1 + kj-i,... ,nij) and 7^ 1

(i — m,j + 1,,kj) where (j = 1,..., N, N + 1,..., n), then the Green's theorem gives
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the following integral equation:

G(x ,x ; s2) = exp(~srx x )/4nrx x
1 2 ~1~2 ~1~2

N rrij

S* l
+ ̂ E E L(:k-vj

j—1

N kj

-cE E

a
+ 7i

^77-2 y
[exp-J-sr^a. )/ry;E ] dy

j=l i=Tfij -(-1 '

-i 5

dn
9 G{x , y, s2)

iy 1

1 +7,
drii y

[exp(—srv x )/ryx ] dy

, n m.

2tt E E /
j=JV+l z=l-j-fcj_i °*

k-i

S* 1

d
+ H

Ofli y
[exp(—sryx )/ryx }dy

j=AT+l i=mj+l ' 5;
9 -G(j: , y;s2)

<9niy 1

-1 9

<9niy
[exp( —sr j, x )/ryx ]dy.

(3.11)

By applying the iteration methods (see, for example, [13, 16, 17]) to the integral

equation (3.11), we obtain the Green's function G(x , x ; s2) which has a regular part in
~*l ~2

the following form:
" 20

x(x ,x ; s ) =~i ~2

,fc= l

■7T , (3.12)

where

d
N .

A.1 = E E / texp(~srx y)/r* y]2/ >
i~ l ^

d niy

N k

A2 = -Y] V [ -^—[exp{-srxy)/rx y]
1 , 1 Oniy 1~ 1~

j=l t=mj+l 1 £j — L i—rrij

n m.

+ 7i

l+7i

[exp(-sry£ )/r9£ ]dy

i a
dniy

^3 = - X) E / [exp(-srs 3,)/
j = JV + l 1 . /,j ; 1 1

d
+ 7i

" kj [ d

A*« E E L^vrap(_*r**)/r**:
o— /V _L-1 — m -4-1 ; 1 1

dfliy

1+7,-1 ^

j=7V+l i=mj + l
dfli y

[exp(—srm x )/ryx }dy,
rsj~ ~

2 2

[exp(—sry x )/ryx ]dy,
2 2

[exp(—sry x )/ryx }dy,
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N rrij

^5 = V V / / [exp{-srx y)/rx y}M^(y,y')
,=ii=i+kj.1Js:Js'

f /
  + 7i [exp(-sry/x )Avx ]dydy',
UTiiy^' ~ ~2 ~ ~ ~

N k3 r r d
a« = E E I. a^[exp(~sr£ ^)/r£

j = l i=m.,- + l •/S«* •/S? 1 1

-1 ^

2 driiy/
[exp(-srj//x j/rj/j ]dydy',

n mj I" f d ,
a7 = E E / / a leM~srx y)/rx y]L^{y,y')

,■-71,.--,^ Js>Js"°niy i~ i~
j'=iV+l z=l+/cj_i

9
X

^ '' ( y '
+ 7* [exp(-sry'x ]dydy',

n kj f f d
^8= EE// A [exp( —srK y)/rx y]L -\{y,y')

IS* Js* oniy " i~ i~ *
j=./V+l 2=m ? + l

1 + 7j~1 ^
y '

[exp(-srv>x )fry>I ]dydy',

iV TOj . ( AT fcj r f)

^=-e e Mel / ^'exp(-sr^ ^)/r^ »]M7ri(U'U,)du
j=l i=l+fcj_i 6" lij = H=mJ + l''6. 1 1

d
+ 7 i

dniy >

N kj \ N

[exp( —sry'x )/ry>x ] dy',
~ 2 ~ 2 ~

^10 = - E E / "I E E / i<'xp(-,srx „)/rx y\\i:„{i/. y')(l!j
j=ii=mJ + iJs; | j=li=1+fcJ.1-/5; ~l~ ~i~ ~~ ~

[exp(—sry'x )/ry'x ] dy',
/Ny r""' i-v;

2 2

^ii = "E E / I E E fjeM-sr, y)/rx y\L^{y,yJdy
j=l i=l+kj-! J°i [j = N+li=l+kj-ibi 1 1

d
[exp(-srJ//x )/ry>x ]dy ,

1+7i 1 9
dniy'

djliy'
+ 7i
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N rrij

+ 7i
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n rrij ( N mj

A12 = - E /{EE / [exP(-sr£ y)/r* v]L-n(y,y')dy
j=N+li=l+kj-iSt [ j=l i=l+kj„i Jst

[exp(—sry>x )/Ty'x ] dy',
~ 2 ~ 2 ~

** '' "J p [ 71 p O

^13 = E E E E I ,^[exp^sr£ A)/r£ y}Mi^l^)dl
j=l i=l+kj-i si ^;'=JV+1 »'=mi+l JSf lZ 1 1

d
[exp(—sr^'a; )/ry>x } dy',

rvj r^/ ^ ^
2 2

it, ,vj /> r iv «

Aii= Yh E /.lE E ([?*?(-srx y)/rx y\L*.{y,y')dy

1 +li

dfl'i y >
+ 7i

kj [ J\r mj

^ /, S Ej = N+lz=mj+l ■» (j = l i=l+fcj_! '

-1 9

<9?7<2 y '

j= 1 i—TYlj 1 °i [ J = 7V+1 Z=l+/Cj_i

-1 9

[exp(-sry/x )/ry/a; ] dy',

2 2

AT kj r [ n rrij

^i5=E E / { E E / Jexp(-srE yUr* y]M*.(y,y')dy
,-i'jt-vrt,. J.1 JSf I <TiV+jli=i+fti_1 ■'s* x~ ir"

[exp(—sry'x )/ry'x j dy',
rsj ~ ^ ~ ~

2 2

Al6= £ £ /,|E E
i-Mn,-i±i. , Js* I j=i i=mj+i Js? i i

[exp(—sry'x )/ry,x )dy',

1+1
1 dniy>

dniy.
+ 7i

N kj

E I
j=l i=rrij+l ° °i I j=N+l i=rrij-\-l

71 f d
A17 = -J2 E / { E E I 75-— IexP(-s^ v)!rx v]M^-i{y,y')dy

o* I     I q* dflj v ~ ,v1^
'-'i I 1' = TV 4-1 i=m . 4-1 ^ 1 y 1 1

1 + 7"1 ^
3niy/

>xp(- -.sr^-x )/ry>x ] dy',

N fe

•4l« E E /. jE E
7=iV4-l i=rrii + 1 i I i'=l i=m7+l * 11
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1 + 7"' 3
dUi y '

[exp(—srv£ )/ry'x }dy',
~ 2 ~ 2 ~

^i9=-It £ [I S £ [,d^~^~sr^ n),r~ y}Li-i^y^dy\
i=W4-1i-Ut .''S* ^j = JV + li=mj+l 5«T 1 1 I

[exp(-sry/x )/r„'x ] dj/',
drij, y'

+ 7 i

n kj ( n

^2o = - X! ^2 I \ Y1 [eM~srx y)/rx y]L*7i(y,y')dy
j=N+li=mj + lJS" I j=jV + l i=l + fcj_1 S>*

1 + 7~1 ^
Srijj,/

[exp(-.sry'x )/ry>x ]dy',

where, we deduce also that

M*(y>y') = 1>lK%)(V'V')>

KW(y,y') =

v—0

d

driiy
+ 7 i [exp(-ary>y)Jry'y}/2n,

A/7ri(y,y,) = ^(-irA^_)1(y,y')
is=0

K™(y,y') =
li ~ ~

9 , d2
+ 7i

dniy> 1 dnlydnly>
[exp(-sry-v)/ry>y]/2n,

u=0

oo

i/=0 1 ~ ~

oo

*K<U(y,y') =

f—o

d2
+ 7i

dfliyOfliy' djliy
[exp(—sry' y )/ry> y}/2ir

M*1(y,y') = Y,*K{"\(v,v')
li

v=0
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1 + 7,-' d

dniy
[exV>(~ sr y' y) / r y > y] / 2ir,

u=0

CO

L;-1(y,y') = J2(-irK(;\(y,y').
I i r*u r^i ' » / /"nj r^/

u=0

>o

r{v)
~L) ^

U=0

In these formulae, we note, for example, that K^\y, y') are the iterates of K^\y, y').

On the basis of (3.12), the function ~x(x ,x ;s2) will be estimated for s —> oo together
~1 ~2

with small/large impedances 7i (i = 1 + ..., kj), (j = 1,..., N, N + 1,..., n). The

case when x and x lie in the neighborhood of S* is particularly interesting. For this
~i ~2

case we use the local expansions of the functions:

d
[exp(—sr x y )/r xy],   [exp (-srxy)/rxy], (3.13)

UTliy

when the distance between x and y is small, which are very similar to those obtained in

Sees. 4 and 5 of [13]. Consequently, for small/large impedances 7\ the local behaviour of

the kernels:

K^(y,y')rK^(y,y'), (3.14)

(3.15)

when the distance between y and y' is small, follows directly from knowledge of the local

expansions of (3.13).

Definition 3.1. If £ and £ are points in the upper half-plane £3 > 0 of the

(£Ji £3)-space, then we define p12 = v^i1 ~ ^ + (£1 ~ £>)2 + (£1 +C|)2-

An eA(£ , £ ; s)-function is defined for points £ and £ belonging to sufficiently small
~i ~2 ~1 ~2

domains ®(/i) (i = 1 — A-, .kj), (j = 1 N, N +1,..., n) except when £ = £ G
~i ~2

Ii, where A is called the degree of this function. For every positive integer A, it has the

following local expansions (see [10, 13, 17]):

e*(f ,£ ;«)=£'/«,',«( 3 V'
1 2

+ tfA(£ ;s),

dej vku \dej P12

(3.16)

E*denotes a sum of a finite number of terms in which /(£i,£2) is an infinitely

differentiable function. I11 this expansion Pi, P2, h, hi and I3 are integers, where Pi >

0, P2 > 0, h > OJ2 > 0, A = min(Pi + P2 — q), q = h + h + I3 and the minimum is
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E* A. The remainder i? (£ , £ ; s)
~1 ~2

has continuous derivatives of all orders cl < A satisfying

DdRA (£ , £ ;s) = 0[s~A exp(-^4spi2)] as s —> oo, (3-17)
\ 1 2 /

where j4 is a positive constant.

Thus, using methods similar to those obtained in Sees. 6-10 of [13], we can show that

the functions (3.13) are eA-functions with degrees A = —1, —2 respectively. Consequently,

for small impedances 7,, the functions (3.14) are eA-fimctions with degrees A = 0,-1,

while for large impedances 7,, the functions (3.15) are eA-functions with degrees A = 0,1,

respectively.

Definition 3.2. If x and x are points in large domains O + S*. then we define
~i ~2

n = min(r£ y + rx y) if y € S* (i = 1 + kj-1,..., mj, j = 1,..., N),

Ri = min (rx y +rx y) if y € S* (i — mj + 1,..., kj, j = 1,... ,7V),
X, 1 2

r* = min(rx „ + rx „) if y € S1* (i = 1 + ... ,mj, j H TV + 1 ,n),

R* = min(rx y +rx y) if y € .S* (j = + 1 kj, j = N + 1  n).

A11 E (x , x ; s )-function is defined and infinitely differentiable with respect to x~i ~2 ~i

and x when these points belong to large domains il + S* except when x = x 6 S*.
~2 ~j ~2

Thus, the I?A-function has a similar local expansion of the e -function (see [10. 13, 17]).

With the help of Sees. 8 and 9 in [13], it is easily seen that (3.12) is an E~2(x , x ; s2)-~1 ~2

function and consequently we get

N 171 j

G(x ,x ;s2) = Y2 O{r~2exp(— A,sr\)}
1 2 j=i»=i+fcj_1

N kj

+ ^ 0{R~2 eM-AisRi)}

(3.18)
j=l i=rrij-\-l

n rrij

+ E E O^eM-Asr*)}
j=N-\-1 i=l-\-kj _i

n kj

+ E E 0{R*~2eM-AisR*)},
j=N+l i=rrij + l

which is valid for s —> 00 and for small/large impedances 7,, where A are positive

constants. The estimate (3.18) shows that G(x ,x ;s2) is exponentially small for s-
~1 ~2

large. This proves that the integral (3.8) converges for s —> 00.
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Following Sec. 10 in [13], if the eA-expansions of the functions (3.13)-(3.15) are in-

troduced into (3.12) and if we use formulae similar to (6.4) and (6.9) of Sec. 6 in [13],

we obtain the following local expansion of x(x , x ; s2) when r,. Ri,r* and R* are small,~i ~2

which is valid for s —> oo and for small/large impedances 7

n kj

n{x,xjs2) = ^2 (3-19)

where

(a)

1   .V). then

1 2 i=ii=i+fcj_1 1 2

(a) if x and x belong to sufficiently small domains £>(/;), (i = 1 + , rrij, j =~i ~2

Xi(^,ays2) = |i -74 (^3) | + 0{p121exp(-A,;spi2)}. (3.20)

(b)if x and x belong to sufficiently small domains 3)(/i), (i = rrij + 1,..., kj, j -~i ~2

1,..., iV), then

Xi(^,^;s2) = |l -7trl (^f)} +0{py21exp(-Aisp12)}. (3.21)

(c) if x and x belong to sufficiently small domains D(Ii), (i = 1 + fcj-i,. • ■ ,m,j, j =~1 ~2

iV + 1,..., n), then

^ j1 -7i (^3) | 6XP^Pl2^ +0{pr21exp(-Ai5pi2)}. (3.22)

(d) if x and x belong to sufficiently small domains £>(/•;), (i = rrij + 1,..., kj, j =~i ~2

A/" + 1,..., n), then

Jci{x^xjs2) = |l -7xrl (^3)} €XPp12Pl2'> +0{p^eM-AiSp12)}. (3.23)

When ri > Si > 0 (i = 1 + kj-1,... ,mv j = 1,...,N), i?, > ^ > 0 (i = nij +

1,..., kj, j = 1,..., N), r* > Si > 0 (i = 1+kj-i,... ,rtij, j = JV+1 ,n), R* > St > 0

(i = rrij + 1,..., kj, j = N+1,..., n), the function x(x , x ; s2) is of order 0{exp(—Bs)}~1 ~2

as s —> 00 where B is a positive constant. Thus, since

v R r* /?*
lim — = lim — = lim -!- = lim —= 1, (3.24)

fi—>0 y0j2 >0 P12 ""i*-/°12 —>-0 /?12

(see [10, 13, 17]), then we have the asymptotic formulae (3.20)-(3.23) with p12 in the small

domains 2)(/j) are replaced by r,, , r* and /?* in the large domains Q + S* respectively.

Since for > ht > 0, the functions ~xi(x,x-,s2) are of orders 0{exp(—2sAihi)}, the

integral over the region fl of the function x(x, 2; s2) can be approximated in the following
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way (see (3.10)):

^s2) = EE/ I"' eHj + ie^deds:
j=N+1 i=l+fci_i ^Si J£3-°

N kj yli

-EE / / ^fe,2;s2){i + 2^ + (43)2iv,}de3rf5; (3.25)
j=l i=l + fcj_i i ^3=°

n kj

+ £ E 0{exp(—2sAihi)} as s —> oo.
j=ij=i+fcj_i

If the e^-expansions of ><i(x, x; s2) are introduced into (3.25), and with the help of

formula (10.2) of Sec. 10 in Zayed [17] (see also [13]), we deduce after inverting Laplace

transforms and using (3.6) that our result (2.1) has been constructed and the proof of

Theorem 2.1 is completed. □

4. Applications of 6{t) to an ideal gas. In statistical mechanics, the classical ideal

gas is, by definition, a set of non-interacting particles enclosed in a box, where the wave

function 4> is exactly zero outside the box (Dirichlet boundary condition), see [5]. Thus,

in the case of Neumann boundary condition wc have a very special ideal gas, which is a

set of non-interacting particles enclosed in a box, where the rate of change of the wave

function 0 in the direction of the inner normal of the box is exactly zero outside the box.

Similarly, in the case of the Robin boundary conditions, we have a very special ideal gas,

which is a set of non-interacting particles enclosed in a box, where the rate of change of

the wave function 4> in the direction of the inner normal of the box is proportional to the

jump in the wave function 4> from the exterior to the interior of the box (see [23]).

Following [5], we are interested in examining how the thermodynamic properties of

an ideal gas are influenced by the geometry of the multiply-connected bounded domain

with the Robin boundary condition (1.9). Thermodynamic properties of an ideal gas can

be extracted from the partition function

(4.D
r!

where "r" is the number of particles and z{(5) is given by

z{(3) = y^exp{-f3En), (4.2)

with f3 = (A'bT)-1, Kb being the Boltzmann constant, and T being the absolute temper-

ature. The energy level (eigenvalues) En of one particle are obtained from the stationary

states ^ = (j>exp(—iEt/h) of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation

h2 n d$>

"2* + v(z)* = ih-ft> (4-3)

with V(x) = 0, where M is the mass and h is the Planck constant. Thus (p satisfies the

Helmholtz equation (1.8) with // = 2ME/ti2. Therefore, we deduce that the asymptotic
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expansion of the sum (1.4) of 0(t) as t —> 0 which formally is the same as the one-particle

partition function (4.2) of z(/3) as (3 —* 0.

The purpose of this section is to investigate the influence of the multiply-connected

container fI on the thermodynamic quantities of an ideal gas with the Robin boundary

condition. This is the problem of a set of non-interacting particles which obeys the

Schrodinger equation (4.3) with the Robin boundary conditions (1.9) and where the

thermodynamic quantities can be extracted from (4.1). By extension, we called this

system a very special ideal gas. We note that such physical system could be similar to

the Wigner-Seitz method used in electronic structure calculation in solid state theory

(see [1], [2]). The intersecting point is that one could obtain the properties of an ideal

gas with Dirichlet boundary condition taking suitably the limit 7 —> 00 (see [5]).

Following the discussions of Sees. 1 and 2, we can obtain information about the shape

of the multiply-connected bounded container Q. by studying the asymptotic expansions

of the sum (4.2) when /? —> 0 (i.e. T —> 00, the ideal gas case). Noting that the eigenvalue

problem of the Schrodinger equation is the same as the eigenvalue problem of the wave

equation, we can use the asymptotic expansion (2.1) of 6{t) of Sec. 2, replacing t by

Let us now consider the general partition function (4.1). Using the result (2.1)

with /? —> 0, equation (4.2) gives

/2M\5 ai (2M\ a2 /2M\5 a3 / h2 V ,

We apply this formula to thermodynamic quantities such as the internal energy [J =

— [■§p In Z((3)\v,r, the pressure P — /3_1[w In Z(P)\t,t, and the specific heat C = (|^)v>,

among others (see [5]). In the case of the internal energy, we obtain

I, <9, f/2M\*ai / 2M\ a2 /2M\* a3 f h2 \ * >
U"-Vn\W ~^+aA+\2Mj a5/?2+0(/3)|.

(4.5)
Now differentiating, expanding in powers of (3 = (K'bT)~1, and using the definition

of the thermal wave length A(T) = ( _) 2, we obtain

1

+ 12tt

a 2 \ 2 03

a 1 j cl\
A2(T)

247T2

fl2N\3 3a2a3 3a4

a\ J a2 cli
A (T)

1

487T2

as T —> 00.

02V ; 4a2a4 4a|a3 + 2/o3\2 _ 405

a\ J a\ a^ \ai / ai

Similar expansions hold for the pressure and the specific heat.
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Gutierrez and Yanez [5] have recently constructed a formula similar to our formula

(4.6) but for a simply connected bounded domain with Dirichlet boundary conditions

using the well-known formula (1.6).

An examination of the result (4.6) shows that the internal energy U(T) is obtained

as an expansion in powers of the thermal wave length, whose coefficients depend on

some geometric properties of the multiply-connected bounded domain C R3 with the

Robin boundary conditions (1.9). Thus, in principle, an ideal gas could feel some aspects

of the shape of its container 0 because its thermodynamic quantities depend on some

geometric properties of such as the volume, the surface area, the mean curvature, and

the Gaussian curvature. But according to Gordon et al. [3], we note that the ideal gas,

even with all terms in the expansion of the partition function completely known, is not

able to discriminate between two different shapes. So, with reference to articles [3] and

[11], there are domains where, although different in shape, the thermodynamic quantities

of an ideal gas will be exactly the same independent of the order of the approximation

in (4.6). In this sense, an ideal gas cannot feel the shape of its container, although it

can feel some geometrical properties of it. From these discussions, we deduce that the

answer to either Kac's question [7] or Gutierrez and Yanez's question in [5] is negative.
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